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Similarity-Based Lemma Generation withLemma-Delaying Tableaux EnumerationMarc FuchsFakult�at f�ur Informatik, TU M�unchen80290 M�unchenGermanyfuchsm@informatik.tu-muenchen.deTel.: +49 89 289 27916 Fax: +49 89 289 27902July 1997AbstractThe use of bottom-up generated lemmas is an appropriate methodfor achieving an e�ective redundancy control mechanism for connectiontableau search procedures as well as for reducing proof lengths. An un-bounded use of lemmas, however, usually does not lead to improvementsof the search process and can even complicate the search. In order toidentify lemmas which are actually relevant for the proof task we developmethods for a similarity-based �ltering of lemmas. Similarity between aproof goal and a lemma is measured by simulating a costly but completetableaux enumeration method (the lemma delaying method) which uses alllemmas to prove the goal and estimating based on this simulation whichlemmas may be useful. We investigate this method in detail and introduceseveral similarity measures. Experiments with the prover Setheo and thelemma generator Delta underline the e�ectiveness of the newly developedmethods.1 IntroductionAutomated Theorem Proving (ATP) systems based on model elimination (see[Lov78]) or the connection tableau calculus (see [LMG94]) have become moreand more successful in the past. One main reason for this is that these proverstraverse a search space that contains deductions instead of clauses as in the caseof resolution procedures. The special structure of the search space allows on theone hand for highly e�cient implementations using prolog-style abstract machine1



techniques. On the other hand, e�cient search pruning techniques are possible(cf. [LMG94]).A problem regarding the use of model elimination proof procedures is thefact that these procedures are among the weakest procedures when the lengthof existing proofs is considered. Furthermore, the same proof goals have to beproven over and over again during a proof run. Thus, mechanisms to reduce theproof length and to avoid redundant sub-computations are needed.One method which is appropriate for ful�lling both of these tasks is to employ(generalized) lemmas. Successful sub-deductions are stored in form of lemmas andare added to the clauses to be refuted. The lemmas can provide a proof length re-duction as well as can help to avoid some repeated or subsumed sub-deductions.Often, the employed tableaux enumeration procedures can signi�cantly pro�tfrom the proof length reduction obtained. The use of lemmas, however, also im-ports additional redundancy into the calculus. Hence, an unbounded generationof lemmas without using techniques for �ltering relevant lemmas does not seemto be sensible.In order to �lter relevant lemmas we want to use similarity criteria (as in-troduced in [Fuc97a, Fuc97b]). The idea is, when judging whether a fact shouldbecome a lemma, not only to consider the fact itself but also the concrete prooftask. With the help of similarity criteria between the proof goal and a possiblelemma (lemma candidate) we shall de�ne new methods for judging relevancy usedto introduce lemmas.In this report, we want to investigate similarity tests based on a simulation ofa certain tableaux enumeration procedure, namely the lemma delaying tableauxenumeration procedure. We start by giving a brief overview about the connectiontableau calculus and our techniques for generating lemma candidates in section2 and 3, respectively. After that we introduce the principles of lemma generationbased on lemma delaying tableaux enumeration procedures in section 4. Firstmethods for measuring similarity are described in section 5 which correspondto the methods introduced in [Fuc97a]. The subsequent sections 6 and 7 dealwith the development of some new distance measures. An experimental studyin section 8 underlines the bene�ts of our approach. Finally, a discussion andcomparison with other existing approaches which employ a notion of similarityor di�erence is provided in section 9.2 Connection Tableau Proof Procedures2.1 The Connection Tableau CalculusIn this section we want to give a brief overview about refutational theorem provingwith connection tableau calculi. For a more detailed description we refer thereader to [LMG94]. We assume the reader to be familiar with notions like literals,2



terms, substitutions, and positions in terms (trees).We are interested in refuting a set of (input) clauses C. In order to introducethe connection tableau calculus, we want to start with the basic (free variable)tableau calculus [Fit96] for clauses. Basically, a calculus consists of a set ofobjects O it works on. Furthermore, a set of inference rules I is needed in orderto manipulate the objects. In our context, the set of objects O is given by the setof clausal tableaux for C. A tableau T for C is a tree whose non-root nodes arelabeled with literals and that ful�lls the condition: If the immediate successornodes v1; : : : ; vn of a node v of T are labeled with literals li, then the clausel1 _ : : : _ ln (tableau clause) is an instance of a clause in C. The set of inferencerules I consists of two inference rules, namely the expansion and the reductionrule (see [Fit96]). An application of the expansion rule means selecting a clausefrom C and attaching its literals to a subgoal s which is a literal at the leaf ofan open branch (a branch that does not contain two complementary literals).Tableau reduction closes a branch by unifying a subgoal s with the complementof a literal r (denoted by � r) on the same branch, and applying the substitutionto the whole tableau.Connection tableau calculi work on connected tableaux. A tableau is calledconnected or a connection tableau if each inner node v (non-leaf node) which islabeled with literal l has a leaf node v0 among its immediate successor nodesthat is labeled with a literal l0 complementary to l. The inference rules consistof start , extension, and reduction. The start rule allows for a standard tableauexpansion that can only be applied to a trivial tableau, i.e. one consisting ofonly one node. Extension is a combination of expansion and reduction. It isperformed by selecting a subgoal s in the tableau T , applying an expansion stepto s, and immediately performing a reduction step with s and one of its newlycreated successors.Important is the notion of a tableau derivation and a (tableau) search tree:We say T ` T 0 if (and only if) tableau T 0 can be derived from T by applying astart rule if T is the trivial tableau, or by applying an extension/reduction ruleto a subgoal in T . The reexive and transitive closure of ` is denoted by �̀ .The connection tableau calculus is not (proof) conuent: In order to show theunsatis�ability of a clausal set C, a search tree given as follows has to be examinedin a fair way (each node of the tree must be visited after a �nite amount of time)until a closed tableau occurs (a tableau with no open branch). A search tree T fora set of clauses C is given by a tree, whose root is labeled with the trivial tableau.Each inner node in T labeled with tableau T has as immediate successors themaximal (�nite) set of nodes fv1; : : : ; vng, where vi is labeled with Ti and T ` Ti,1 � i � n. The set of nodes of T is denoted by N(T ).Note that in the case of horn formulae it is possible to restrict the applicabilityof extension steps in such a manner that extensions are only allowed to a negativesubgoal. Furthermore, no reduction steps are needed in order to get a complete3



calculus. Thus, in the following we want to consider such a restricted calculuswhen dealing with horn clauses.2.2 Tableaux EnumerationSince, in comparison with resolution style calculi, not only the number of proofobjects but also their size increases during the proof process, explicit tableauxenumeration procedures that construct all tableaux in T in a breadth-�rst man-ner are not sensible. Hence, implicit enumeration procedures are normally in usethat apply consecutively bounded iterative deepening search with backtracking . Inthis approach iteratively larger �nite segments of the search tree T which con-tains all possible inference chains of tableaux are explored (in depth-�rst search).Normally, the �nite segments are de�ned by so-called completeness bounds whichpose structural restrictions on the tableaux which are allowed in the current seg-ment. A completeness bound B de�nes w.r.t. a �xed natural number, a so-calledresource, a �nite initial segment of the search tree. Iterative deepening is per-formed by starting with a basic resource value n 2 IN and iteratively increasingn until a proof is found within the �nite initial segment of T de�ned by a boundB and n. Prominent examples for search bounds are the depth bound , inferencebound, weighted-depth bound, and copy bound.The depth bound limits the maximal depth of nodes in a tableau (ignoringleaf nodes) where the root node has depth 0. In practice, the depth bound isquite successful (cf. [LMG94, Har96]) but it su�ers from the large increase ofthe �nite initial segment (de�ned by a resource n) caused by an increase of n.The inference bound allows for a level by level exploration of the search tree (cf.[Sti88]). In comparison with the depth bound, the inference bound allows for asmooth increase of the search space, but the bound is inferior to the depth boundin practice. In order to combine the advantages of depth and inference boundthe weighted-depth bound was introduced in [MIL+97]. Basically, this boundgives a �xed resource value to a subgoal depending on the current depth of thesubgoal in its associated tableau. But furthermore, depending on the inferencesperformed so far, an additional amount of resources is given to the subgoal. Thus,the number of inferences allowed in a segment of the search tree can be reducedby decreasing this additional part if a lot of inferences have been performed sofar. In practice the bound has proven to be very successful. The copy boundlimits the occurrences of instantiations of input clauses in a tableau. A �xednumber limits the number of \copies" of each clause in a tableau. In practice thecopy bound proved to be inferior to the bounds mentioned above.An interesting property of connection tableau search procedures is their inde-pendence of the chosen subgoal selection strategy. In order to obtain a completeenumeration strategy it is possible to use an arbitrary selection strategy whichtries to solve the open subgoals of a tableau in a �xed order (cp. [LMG94]).4



3 Bottom-Up Lemma GenerationA simple de�nition of lemma use in model elimination is to record seeminglyuseful solutions of subgoals as lemmas and to augment the input clauses withthese bottom-up generated formulae. Assume that a literal s is associated withthe root node of a closed sub-tableau T s. Let l1; : : : ; ln be the literals that are usedin reduction steps and that are outside of T s. Then, the clause :s_:l1_ : : :_:lnmay be derived as a new lemma (since it is a logical consequence of the tableauclauses in T s) and added to the input clauses. From now on, we want to consideronly unit lemmas because of their ability to close open branches and not tosimultaneously introduce new open subgoals.There are a lot of possibilities of how to generate lemmas. On the one handlemmas can be generated dynamically during the proof run (cf. [AS92, Iwa97,AL97]). On the other hand lemmas can be generated statically in a preprocessingphase (cf. [Sch94]). We want to concentrate on static lemma use in the following.In this approach in a preprocessing phase the \bottom-part" of a search spaceT BU , which is de�ned by a clause set C, a completeness bound BBU , and a �xedresource value nBU , is discovered and unit lemmas are generated as follows:Most general queries :P (x1; : : : ; xn) (and P (x1; : : : ; xn) in the case of non-horn clauses) are added to C for each predicate symbol P . For those queries all so-lution substitutions �1; : : : ; �m that can be obtained within T BU are enumerated.The unit clauses l1 = P (�1(x1); : : : ; �1(xn)); : : : ; lm = P (�m(x1); : : : ; �m(xn)) areproduced as lemmas after subsumption deletion and deleting facts from C, re-sulting in a set L0. Further iterations of this process are imaginable by startinga new iteration with the clause set C [ Li and collecting the newly generatedclauses in Li+1. The unit literals generated in this preprocessing phase, which�nishes after a �xed number of cycles, are possible lemma candidates that canbe added to the input clauses.This kind of lemma generation mainly aims to reach a reduction of the prooflength. When using a suitable bound BBU for lemma generation (e.g., the depthbound) always a reduction of the proof length is possible in the case of hornclauses. When using non-horn clauses it may be that no proof length reductionis possible (cf. [Fuc97a]). By obtaining a proof length reduction it is possible tosave the search e�ort for proving a useful lemma. Furthermore, when employingthe \right" bound for the �nal top-down proof search (e.g., the inference or thedepth bound) a proof can always be found with lower resources in the case ofhorn formulae (see also [Fuc97a]). This might lead to a dramatic improvementof the performance of the prover.But although lemmas provide the possibility to reach a proof with a smallernumber of inferences, they simultaneously increase the branching rate of thesearch tree. Thus, it is quite probable that an un�ltered use of all lemmas gen-erated in the preprocessing phase will not allow for a speed-up of the search forthe proof. Hence, methods for �ltering relevant lemmas are needed. It is clear5



that relevant means in this context being able to contribute to a proof.So far only simple �lter criteria ignoring the proof goal have been used. Cri-teria like the length (number of symbols) or nesting depth of a fact have beenapplied in order to decide whether a fact should become a lemma (added tothe input clauses) or not. Facts with small values are chosen because it is moreprobable that these facts can close open subgoals. It is clear, however, that a con-sideration of the proof task at hand may allow for an improved measuring of thequality of lemmas. The next chapter describes general principles for a similarity-based �ltering of lemmas that considers the given clause set to be refuted whenjudging the quality of facts.4 Similarity-Based Lemma SelectionIn this section we want to introduce the principles of similarity-based lemmaselection with lemma delaying tableaux enumeration procedures as a generalframework for �ltering important lemmas. Firstly, we introduce our notion ofrelevancy of a lemma for a proof goal. Secondly, we deal with the question howto a priori estimate this relevancy with similarity measures. Finally, we showhow a lemma selection can take place based on such estimations.4.1 Notion of SimilarityAs mentioned before we want to �lter relevant lemmas, i.e. lemmas that are ableto contribute to a proof. We want to make the notion of relevancy of a lemma setfor a proof goal (a posteriori similarity) more precise. Let C be a set of clauses,S 2 C be a start clause for refuting C, and L0 be a set of lemma candidates. LetL � L0 be a set of unit clauses. We say S and L are similar (SimT (S;L) holds)w.r.t. a search tree T if there is a closed tableau T in T where the start clause isan instance of S, and that contains as tableau clauses only instances of clausesfrom C[L. Furthermore, at least one l 2 L is used for closing a branch. Not everyset L, similar to S w.r.t. the search tree T de�ned by C [ L0, is an \interesting"set for using it as a lemma set (augmenting C with L) when employing a boundB. An important quality criterion is the resource value n which is at least neededin order to obtain a closed tableau T when using B. There should be no ~L � L0,~L 6= L that can help to refute C with smaller resources. Furthermore, it wouldbe worthwhile that L has minimal size, i.e. no lemma can be deleted in order toobtain a proof with resource n. We call such lemma sets most similar to S w.r.t.B. According to this notion of similarity a sensible selection mechanism wouldchoose, assuming that a set of lemma candidates L0 is given, a subset L � L0that is most similar to S. This test, however, necessitates the consideration ofall subsets of L0. 6



Another possibility is to employ a local notion of relevancy of a lemma forrefuting a clause set. We can employ a weaker notion of similarity between asubgoal S and a lemma l 2 L0 by calling a lemma l weakly similar to S w.r.t.a search tree T if there is a closed tableau in T that can be reached with startclause S and that contains as tableau clauses instances of l and of some clausesfrom C[L0. Analogously we can say a lemma is most weakly similar to S if thereis a lemma set L that contains l and that is most similar to S. The union ofthese lemmas which are most weakly similar to S is a lemma set Lloc � L0 whichcan refute C (employing start clause S) with minimal resources. Furthermore,normally Lloc has a rather small size compared with L0. Thus, a possible lemmaselection mechanism can also try to �nd a rather well suited lemma set based onlocal tests.4.2 Estimating the SimilarityAfter clarifying our notion of a posteriori similarity or relevancy we want tointroduce our principles for a priori estimating this similarity. With the help ofsimilarity measures (cp. [Ric92]) we want to obtain some estimations whether ornot a set L is most similar to S. Then the subset of L0 with the best estimationscan be used as lemma set. Another possibility is to try to estimate which lemmasare most weakly similar to S and choose some of the lemmas with the bestestimations.Our approach for computing such estimations is based on a fast simulation ofthe deduction process. It is clear that conventional complete tableaux enumer-ation procedures allow for �nding a subset of L0 being most similar to S. Thefollowing method allows for �nding a subset of L0 which is most similar to Sby providing a sound and complete test for SimTm(S;L). The search tree Tm isde�ned by C and L, a completeness bound B, and the resource nm which is atleast needed in order to refute C [ L0. Such a similarity test can be obtained byenumerating the set O of all open tableaux in T Cm which is de�ned by C, S, B, andnm and then checking whether or not the open subgoals (front clause) SG(T )of a tableau T 2 O can be solved by extension with some facts of L such thatthe resulting tableau is part of Tm. We want to call this method lemma delayingtableaux enumeration. Naturally, in practice iterative deepening is needed in or-der to determine the value nm. Further information on this enumeration methodand on other possible methods can be found in [Fuc97a].Analogously one can determine whether a lemma l is most weakly similar toS. Instead of generating front clauses we have to enumerate front literals andperform an uni�cation test with l (local test). If we want to employ local tests,however, it is not su�cient to generate front clauses that are units (front literals)in T Cm. Front literals have to be generated in an \expanded" search tree T Cm;e.This search tree contains in addition to T Cm the tableaux which can be obtainedfrom tableaux of T Cm by expanding some sub-proofs of applicable lemmas fromL0. 7



A fast simulation of the complete similarity tests as introduced above consistsof an estimation of the value nm in order to de�ne a �nite search tree T Cm whichhas to be enumerated. Then, in order to simulate a similarity test between S anda lemma set L we enumerate a subset of the set of front clauses which belongto the tableaux in T Cm and compute some uni�cation distances between the frontclauses and the lemma set L. This values can be used for estimating the similarityof S and L. Analogously, the usefulness of a fact l 2 L0 for refuting S in Tmcan be estimated by generating a subset of the set of front literals F occurring intableaux in T Cm;e and then measuring a (uni�cation) distance between the frontliterals and the complement of l.4.3 Lemma SelectionNow, we want to describe how based on these principles a selection of possiblywell suited lemmas from a set L0 can be conducted. We want to concentrate onthe local method which provides similarity tests with rather small costs.We assume that for a given top-down search bound B, a clause set C, andS 2 C a method for creating front literals is given. Furthermore, we assume theexistence of a distance measure d mapping two literals to IR.In [Fuc97a] two methods for choosing an appropriate subset L � L0 of usefullemmas are introduced. Because of its practical success we want to use thefollowing front literal based method . We generate for each clause which shouldserve as start clause for refuting C front literals. The generated front literals areinterpreted as samples for proofs (in T Cm;e) which can be concluded with a lemma.Based on d we are able to choose for each of these front literals a lemma thatseems to be most suitable for concluding a proof. Thus, a possible approach for�ltering lemmas is to use the union of the lemmas which are most similar to afront literal w.r.t. d.By employing such a strategy we have good chances to �nd a subset of L0that leads to a proof with the resource value which is at least needed in orderto obtain a proof with L0. Furthermore, normally we can restrict ourselves to arather small subset, though not of minimal size (cf. section 8). In the followingwe want to substantiate this framework for a similarity-based lemma-selectionwith some concrete methods.5 Basic TechniquesIn this section we want to recall some techniques for generating front literals aswell as for measuring distances between front literals and unit lemmas as intro-duced in [Fuc97a]. Furthermore, we discuss some weaknesses of these methods.In the following we are interested in �nding a well suited subset L of a set oflemma candidates L0 for refuting a clause set C employing a start clause S anda completeness bound B for iterative deepening.8



5.1 Generating Front LiteralsThe aim of the generation of front literals is to get a good \coverage" of thesearch tree T Cm;e. We want to enumerate front literals in such a way that for eachuseful lemma at least a structural similar front literal is given even though nofront literal uni�able with the lemma can be produced. In general this is no easytask since we have no a priori knowledge how to choose nm and thus the form ofT Cm and of the \expansion" T Cm;e of T Cm is unknown.We handle this problem by simply assuming nm is \fairly large" and considerpossibilities for approximating a similarity test in such a large search space. Anappropriate method is to employ breadth-�rst search. We simply enumerate allfront literals occurring in tableaux that can be reached with at most k inferencesteps for a �xed value k 2 IN . Thus, we can follow each inference chain neededto obtain a front literal f l that is uni�able with a needed lemma l until a certaindepth. If we are able to generate a front literal f where inferences are performedsimilar to those that are needed to �nd f l then it is quite probable that f and lare structurally similar (cp. the following section). This may allow us to identifyl as useful for the proof. In the following let �(C; S; k) be the set of front literalswhich can be obtained in the search tree which is de�ned by C and start clauseS with at most k inferences.This method is not necessarily sound, i.e. it may be that not all generatedfront literals belong to tableaux from T Cm;e. In our experiments, however, wehave normally obtained sound tests. Furthermore, a sporadic violation of thesoundness is no real problem because it is more problematic to ignore useful factsfrom L0 than to select some few unnecessary ones.An interesting question is how much front literals should be generated. At�rst sight, it seems to be reasonable to use a high inference resource in order toincrease the probability for producing front literals which are structural similar toa needed lemma l, i.e. to produce a literal which is almost uni�able with l. Sincealso a lot of unnecessary paths are explored, however, it may be that also a lot ofunnecessary facts are considered to be useful. Therefore, we employ the followingmethod: We generate the set �(C; S; n) where n is chosen as the maximal valuesuch that j�(C; S; n)j is smaller than the size of the generated lemmas. Thus, wehave the guarantee that our �ltering as described previously will actually choosea pure subset of L0.Note that besides this method of generating front literals in a �nite segmentde�ned by the inference bound and a �xed resource, also other bounds may beemployed. But from a heuristical point of view the inference bound seems to bemore appropriate. On the one hand we can follow each proof path in T Cm;e andhave no restrictions, e.g. concerning the structure of the generated tableaux. Onthe other hand, we can control the number of generated front literals in a rather�ne-grain manner. In section 8 we demonstrate the usefulness of the inferencebound with some experimental results. 9



5.2 Measuring Uni�cation DistancesIn this section we want to develop methods for comparing a front literal and alemma l. We want to estimate, based on the structural di�erences between frontliterals and a fact l 2 L0, whether or not, when allowing for more inferenceswhen generating front literals, a front literal f l 2 Fn�(C; S; n) can be producedthat can be closed with l. F denotes again the set of front literals occurring intableaux from T Cm;e.Due to the lack of inference resources instead of f l only a front literal fmay be generated which di�ers from f l as follows: Firstly, it is possible that allinferences that have to be performed to literals on the path from S to f l of thetableau Tf l (whose front literal is f l) can also be performed when creating f .Thus, some of the subgoals occurring in Tf l have been solved, when generating f ,by a sub-proof somewhat di�erent to the sub-proof in Tf l. Since the subgoals arevariable-connected \uni�cation failures" arise in f which prevent � f and l frombeing uni�able. Secondly, it may be that inferences which have to be performedto literals on the path from S to f l cannot be performed when producing a frontliteral f . Then, f and l may even di�er in the symbol at the top-level position.Altogether, one can say that the more inferences are \correct" when producingf the more term structure f and l probably share.In order to develop (uni�cation) distance measures we want to distinguish thefollowing two cases: On the one hand it may be that in order to close f l withl no instantiations of f l and l are needed or only instantiations with terms of asmall size. On the other hand it may be necessary that instantiations with termsof larger size have to take place.5.2.1 Non-Instantiating Distance MeasuresIf no instantiations of f l and l are needed a complete similarity test consists ofa test of structural equality between front literals from F and l. As describedabove we have to weaken this structural equality test to a structural similaritytest. A common method in order to allow for such a similarity test of structuresis to employ so-called features.Features allow for an abstraction of literals by mapping them to numbers. Weintroduce a feature as a function ' mapping a literal to a natural number. '(l)is called the feature value of l. Usually, many di�erent features '1; : : : ; 'n areused and a literal l is represented by its feature value vector ('1(l); : : : ; 'n(l)).Similarity at the level of literals can be shifted to the level of features by de�ninga distance measure on features: We consider literals to be similar if they sharecommon features (properties). Thus, we claim that a lemma is useful if there isa front literal that has a similar feature value vector.The features used in [Fuc97a] concentrate on simple syntactical properties.Some �xed feature functions measuring properties like the number of distinct10



variables or the number of leaf nodes of a term have been used. Furthermore,two feature schemata have been applied that compute feature values for eachfunction symbol of the given signature. We measure the occurrence as well asthe nesting depth of each function symbol in a literal.For measuring distances on metrically represented data a large variety ofpossibilities exist. We decided to use the simple Euclidean distance and let itadditionally work on standardized data (cp. [Fuc97a]). Thus, we employ thefollowing distance measure d�F de�ned on literals where dE(u; v) measures theEuclidean distance between the standardized feature value vectors of u and v.De�nition 5.1 (d�F) Let C be a set of clauses given in signature sig. Let V bea set of variables and let Lit(sig;V) be the set of literals over sig and V. Let dEbe as introduced before. We de�ne d�F : Lit(sig;V)2 ! IR byd�F (u; v) = 8>>><>>>: 1 ; (u � P (t1; : : : ; tn); v 6� :P (s1; : : : ; sn)) or(u � :P (t1; : : : ; tn); v 6� P (s1; : : : ; sn))0 ;� u and v are uni�abledE(� u; v) ; otherwiseIn order to improve this �rst version of a distance measure we want to takemore care of the situation that not all inferences which need to be applied tosubgoals on the path from the root node of Tf l to f l are also performed whenproducing f . This may occur because of the lack of resources (inferences thatare allowed) and because of wrong instantiations coming from the solutions ofother subgoals. But this can even result in di�erent predicate symbols of f andl although nearly the inferences are performed to f that are needed to infer f l.At least we can reconstruct (path) inferences that do not require some speci�cterm structure. Transformations that require only a speci�c predicate symbol(e.g. the symmetry of an equality predicate) can be rebuilt.Thus, we use a �nite set R of correct rewrite rules like P (x1; : : : ; xn) !R(t1[x1; : : : ; xn]; : : : ; tm[x1; : : : ; xn]) in order to rewrite a front literal f to otherliterals f1; : : : ; fk. Since R usually is not terminating and since we do not wantto risk the production of literals whose respective tableaux are not in Te, we onlyallow a small number of rewrite steps. We use the set Rk(f), which is the setof literals that can be obtained from f by applying at most k rewrite steps withrules from R, instead of f in order to measure uni�cation distances to l. A setof rewrite rules R can be obtained, e.g. in analogy to the statical generation oflemmas introduced before. We add most general queries :P (x1; : : : ; xn) (andP (x1; : : : ; xn) in the case of non-horn clauses) to the clause set C to be refuted.Then the front literals f1; : : : ; fm that can be obtained in a �nite segment of thesearch space without instantiating the original query are collected and m validrules :P (x1; : : : ; xn) ! fi, 1 � i � m, are generated. Actually, we use theinference bound with a resource value that limits the number m of generated11



rules to a value smaller than 10. Furthermore, we use k = 5. In summation, weget the distance measure dF :De�nition 5.2 (dF) Let C be a set of clauses given in sig, and let R be aset of rewrite rules for C as described above. Let V be a set of variables. Letd�F be as in the previous de�nition. Let k be a natural number. We de�nedF : Lit(sig;V)2 ! IR by dF (u; v) = mins2Rk(u)fd�F (s; v)g:5.2.2 Instantiating Distance MeasuresIn [Fuc97a] an instantiating method based on an inference system for conventionaluni�cation has been developed. An appropriate instantiation (substitution) hasbeen obtained by pseudo-unifying two literals (terms). Basically, the inferencesystem UD for pseudo-unifying two terms is analogous to a conventional infer-ence system for uni�cation (cp. [Ave95]) but when normally an uni�cation failsbecause an \occur-check" fails or because di�erent functions symbols occur, thenthis mismatch is ignored and the uni�cation process preceeds. Consider the fol-lowing example:Example 5.1 Let t1 � f(x; g(x)) and t2 � f(a; g(b)) be two terms given in asignature. Then t1 and t2 pseudo-unify with �1 = fx ag or �2 = fx bg.For a de�nition of UD and some remarks for controlling the inference system(making it deterministic) compare [Fuc97a]. After the instantiation process acomparison of the term structure with dF is possible. As a possible instantiatingmethod we get:De�nition 5.3 (dS) Let sig be a signature and V be a set of variables. Let dEbe as in de�nition 5.1. We de�ne the distance measure d�S : Lit(sig;V)2 ! IR byd�S(u; v) = 8><>: 1 ; (u � P (t1; : : : ; tn); v 6� :P (s1; : : : ; sn)) or(u � :P (t1; : : : ; tn); v 6� P (s1; : : : ; sn))dE(� �(u); �(v)) ; otherwisewhere (f(� u; v)g; id) �̀ UD (;; �). Let C be a set of clauses given in sig, and letR be a set of rewrite rules for C as described above. Let k be a natural number.We de�ne dS : Lit(sig;V)2 ! IR bydS(u; v) = mins2Rk(u)fd�S(s; v)g:
12



The basic idea of this method is that the term structure incorporated to a frontliteral f (created in the simulation) by certain inferences is judged to be correct(analogous to f l which can be closed with a useful lemma l) as long as the termstructure of f does not prevent f and l from being uni�able. If this assumptionis true one can obtain a correct instantiation of the lemma l and the front literalf resulting in a higher structural similarity of f and l that can increase theprobability that l will be recognized to be useful. The following example showsthat, if this assumption does not hold, incorrect substitutions may be computedthat may even increase the structural di�erences between f and l.Example 5.2 Let l � equal(g(g(h(a; b); h3(y)); c); h3(y)) be a useful lemma andlet f l � equal(g(g(x; h3(b)); c); h3(b)) be the front literal that can be closedagainst l. Let g be an associative operator. Now consider the case that be-cause of the lack of resources when generating front clauses instead of f l onlythis front literal f may be obtained: f � equal(g(x0; g(h3(b); c)); h3(b)). Al-though with instantiation �1 = fx0  h(a; b); y  bg (an instantiation equiv-alent modulo renaming variables to that needed to close f l) �1(f) and �1(l)would be structurally very similar (cp. the features used in [Fuc97a]) the infer-ence system UD would obtain �2 = fx0  g(h(a; b); h3(b)); y  bg resultingin more dissimilar terms �2(l) � equal(g(g(h(a; b); h3(b)); g(h3(b); c)); h3(b)) and�2(l) � equal(g(g(h(a; b); h3(b)); c); h3(b)).Thus, in order to allow for a better handling of such transformations a moreexible instantiation scheme (as introduced in section 7.2) may be more appro-priate.5.2.3 SummaryWhen considering the methods previously introduced we can mention the fol-lowing weaknesses. Although the �rst method allows for an abstraction fromstructural equality that may be helpful in order to allow for di�erences betweenthe term structure of a front literal and a lemma it simultaneously risks to fall inan \over-abstraction". This possibly prevents distinguishing useful from uselessfacts by only considering their feature value vectors. Thus, it may be sensible tocombine the abstraction provided by the features with some maintenance on thegiven term skeleton.Our second method may su�er from the inexible instantiation scheme basedon a uni�cation attempt of a front literal and a lemma (see example 5.2). Inaddition to this it may be sensible to allow for a more exible instantiationscheme that allows for (small) deviations of the term structure by associatingterm positions and solving the resulting uni�cation problems with UD.
13



6 Front Literal Generation based on AdaptiveRe�nementsSo far we have introduced a similarity test as a simulation process of deduction.A complete similarity test can be performed by enumerating a large discretespace of tableaux (given by T Cm;e) and using the front literals of the tableauxfor similarity assessments to lemmas. In order to decrease this high number oftableaux to be considered we employ breadth-�rst search until a given (usually)small depth with the hope to produce front literals similar to useful lemmas w.r.t.the principles previously introduced.Similar to conventional simulation processes, e.g. in the area of numericalsimulation, it is worthwhile to investigate whether an adaptive re�nement of thesimulation process at \interesting positions" (nodes) of T Cm;e may allow for animproved simulation of the deduction process. Adaptive re�nement means in ourcontext to allow for more (inference resources) at certain points in the searchspace (nodes in the search tree) when generating front literals. By employingmore inference resources when generating front literals one can obtain a moreexact simulation since the probability to identify a useful lemma increases whenmore inferences are used to generate front literals.Hence, the question comes up which positions are interesting, i.e. where are�ned generation of front literals may be sensible.6.1 Principles of Adaptive Re�nementWe present two di�erent possibilities for identifying nodes in the search tree whichmay be interesting for choosing them as starting points for a re�ned generationof front literals. Let T be the search tree given by start clause S and the clauseset C.The �rst approach tries to identify correct inferences, i.e. inferences neededin a proof and chooses nodes in T which are generated by performing theseinferences as starting points for adaptive re�nements. A possible method for frontliteral generation could start by generating front literals in breadth-�rst searchemploying a rather small resource value. Then, based on similarity assessmentsto lemmas, correct inferences can possibly be identi�ed (to be described shortly)and nodes of the search tree reached by performing such inferences can be usedas starting points for a re�ned generation of front literals. Thus, one implicitlyobtains higher resource capacities at interesting points in the search space inorder to create front literals. This can be done although the whole number ofgenerated front literals may not exceeds the number of front literals generated inthe conventional way with breadth-�rst search.Our second method does not try to allow for more inference resources in eacharea of the search space where an application of a lemma is expected but tries14



to re�ne positions of high uncertainty . If a front literal gives signi�cant evidencethat a certain lemma is needed (the distance to this lemma is much smaller thanthe distances to other lemmas) it may not be necessary to use more inferenceresources, e.g. in order to solve some of the subgoals occurring when creating thefront literal. Instead, we want to use more inference resources in such areas ofthe search space where a higher uncertainty about the selection of lemmas exists.Only there the precision of the simulation should be increased.6.2 An Algorithm for Improved Front Literal GenerationAs described before we want to employ a (possibly) iterated front literal gen-eration as follows: At �rst an initial set F0 of front literals is created startingfrom the tableau obtained by expanding the trivial tableau with S. Now a set offront literals Fi+1 is created from Fi by identifying interesting points of the searchspace which are on a path from a starting point for the front literal generationof Fi and some tableaux belonging to front literals from Fi. These nodes can beidenti�ed by a quality predicate G which measures the quality of nodes (for adap-tive re�nements) according to the abstract principles sketched before. Finally, alemma selection takes place after the generation of Fm if the set � = Smi=0 Fi issu�ciently large. For each front literal the lemma which is most similar to it ischosen.A critical point regarding this method is the selection of certain tableaux(nodes of the search tree) that serve as starting points for further generation loopsof front literals. In the following we describe our notion of quality of tableauxand explain how starting points for an adaptive re�nement can be chosen. Weconclude the section with an algorithm for front literal generation.6.2.1 Quality of TableauxBefore we explain our notion of quality of a tableau we want to start with explain-ing the notion of quality of a front literal. According to the abstract principlesintroduced previously we want to de�ne two quality functions g1 and g2. g1judges whether or not the tableau associated with a front literal contains a lot of\correct" inferences, i.e. inferences occurring in a proof that can be obtained byusing lemmas. It is clear that the distance measures introduced in the previoussections can be used for this very issue. Thus, a possible realization of a qualityfunction g1 de�ned on a set F of front literals can be as follows (a higher valueindicates a higher quality):g1(f) = maxfminfd(f 0; l) : l 2 L0g : f 0 2 Fg �minfd(f; l) : l 2 L0gg2 judges the uncertainty of a front literal when selecting a certain lemma. Ifa lot of lemmas contain similar distance values to a front literal it may be that a15



useful lemma will be omitted although it has nearly the same distance values asa chosen though not needed fact. We de�ne g2 as follows where dfmin denotes thesmallest distance value of a lemma to f 2 F .g2(f) = maxfXl2L0(d(f 0; l)� df 0min)2 : f 0 2 Fg � Xl2L0(d(f; l)� dfmin)2Using this notion of quality of front literals we want to introduce a possiblequality function of tableaux associated with nodes from T . We assume that thefront literals are generated starting from a set of initial tableaux Tinit. Now wewant to rate tableaux that are on a path (in T ) from a tableau from Tinit and atableau belonging to a front literal.Considering the �rst notion of quality, a tableau T should be considered to beof high quality if a lot of front literals can be derived (starting from T ) that havehigh quality values w.r.t. g1. Then it is quite probable that T is inferred withcorrect inferences. Thus, a re�ned generation of front literals starting from Tincreases the probability to produce a front literal most similar to a useful lemmawhich might not be selected otherwise. Furthermore, we should take care of thefact that the generation of front literals starting from T actually generates newfront literals. Thus, the tableaux from Tinit should not obtain the best ratingssince the front literal generation starting from these tableaux does not allow forthe generation of new front literals (assuming that we do not want to increasethe number of generated front literals compared with breadth-�rst search). Ingeneral there is the problem of �nding a compromise of being pessimistic, i.e.choose only tableaux with a small \inference distance" to the tableaux from Tinit,and being optimistic, i.e. choose tableaux which have a larger inference distance.A pessimistic choice allows with a higher probability to choose a tableaux whichis created with correct inferences. Thus, a lot of front literals which are wellsuited for selecting lemmas (are similar to useful facts) may be derivable from thetableaux. But in practice it might be problematic to actually generate useful frontliterals from these tableaux because of the small inference resources which areapplicable. Otherwise, an optimistic choice increases the probability to produceuseful front literals if the starting point is produced with correct inferences butthe probability to select such a starting point is rather small.Thus, we choose the approach to use a predicate PI judging the inferencesneeded to produce a tableau in addition to the distance values of inferable frontliterals. PI is de�ned by PI(T ) i� minfn : T 0 ǹ T; T 0 2 Tinitg = nmin wherenmin is a �xed natural number. nmin has to de�ne a well suited compromisebetween a too pessimistic and too optimistic choice of starting points for frontliteral generation.A possible realization of a quality function G1 de�ned on tableau is as followswhere F is a given �nite set of front literals and T f for f 2 F is the tableauwhich contains f as front literal. Let further L(T ) be the subset of front literals16



from F which are inferable from T , i.e. L(T ) = ff 2 F : T �̀ T fg.G1(T ) = 8>><>>: Pf2L(T ) g1(f) ;L(T ) 6= ;; PI(T )1 ;L(T ) = ;; PI(T )0 ;:PI(T )A high value of G1(T ) indicates that T is a well suited starting point for are�ned front literal generation. In addition to the remarks above we rate nodesin the search tree (tableaux) best where no front literals could be obtained in thepreprocessing phase in order to increase the probability to produce front literalsin this area.Analogously, we can use g2 in order to de�ne a quality value G2(T ) for atableau T which represents the uncertainty which lemmas may be needed for aproof which contains the inferences needed to produce T . A high value G2(T )indicates that it may be useful to generate more front literals starting from T . Ageneration of more front literals starting from T may allow for a better explorationof regions of rather high uncertainty about useful lemmas.Now we want to consider the problem of how to choose appropriate startingpoints based on this notion of quality. We assume that front literals are generatedfrom an initial set Tinit of tableaux. Let T1; : : : ; Tn be the tableaux which can beobtained from a tableau from Tinit with nmin inferences. We order these tableauxaccording to a quality function G de�ned on tableaux. We set GenG(Tinit) =(Ti1 ; : : : ; Tin); ij 2 f1; : : : ; ng for j 2 f1; : : : ; ng, ij 6= ik for j 6= k, and G(Tij) �G(Tij+1); 1 � j < n.Now, new front literals can be built choosing the elements of GenG(T ) as newstarting points for the generation of front literals according to the occurrence inthe sequence.6.2.2 The �nal algorithmIn summation we get the following algorithmFG for front literal generation w.r.t.a set of clauses C, a query S 2 C, and a parameter M which serves as an upperbound for the number of generated front literals. The algorithm is parameterizedby a distance measure d and a function GenG which depends on a given qualityfunction G (e.g. G1 or G2) and a �xed value nmin. Let FL(C; T; k) be the setof front literals which can be obtained in the search tree T de�ned by C whenenumerating all tableau in T that can be reached with at most k inference stepsstarting from the tableau T . Furthermore, let T S be the tableau obtained whenapplying the start rule to the trivial tableau by attaching the clause S to theunlabeled root.
17



Algorithm 6.1 FGInput: - clause set C- (start) clause S 2 C- maximal number of front literals MOutput: set of (front) literals Fbegininf := 0Init := fT Sgwhile jFL(C; T S; inf )j �Minf := inf+ 1endwhileinf := max(finf� 2; 0g)F := ;F0 := FL(C; T S; inf )k := 0while jFkj �MSeq = (T 1; : : : ; Tm) := GenG(Init)Init := fT 1; : : : ; TmgFk+1 := Fki := 1while jFk+1j � M ^ i � mF := Fk+1Fk+1 := Fk+1 [ FL(C; T i; inf )i := i+ 1endwhilek := k + 1if jFkj �MF := Fkendwhilereturn FendThus, compared with the original method as described in section 5.1 we startwith an initial set of front literals which is created with a (by an amount of 1)smaller inference resource. Then, successively at interesting points in the searchspace a re�ned generation of front literals takes place. The generation of new frontliterals starting from a chosen tableau is done with the same inference resourceinf as used in order to generate F0. Although already a value of inf�nmin + 1can be su�cient in order to generate new front literals the value inf proved to bewell suited in our experiments. We used nmin = 3 in our experiments which wasalways smaller than the value inf which is dynamically computed at the beginningof algorithm FG. The upper limit M of front literals can be, analogously as in18



section 5, the size of a given lemma set L0. In section 8 we will give some furtherremarks on appropriately choosing M .7 Distances Based on Structured FeaturesIn order to improve our methods for measuring uni�cation distances we wantagain develop non-instantiating as well as instantiating methods.7.1 Non-Instantiating MethodsAs described before our �rst distance measure dF , which only compares di�er-ences between feature value vectors, risks to fall in an \over-abstraction". Thispossibly makes it impossible to distinguish useful from useless lemmas when onlyconsidering their feature value vectors. Thus, we want to try to combine proper-ties of the two methods described before.Our main idea is to represent a term (literal) with a tree where each nodeof the tree represents the structural properties of the respective subterm of thisnode. Looking at the problem that due to the wrong solutions of subgoals oc-curring when generating a front literal f the \deep" positions (subterms at thesepositions) may not be very important when their term structure is considered,we only represent term properties until a given depth. This structure allows usnot only to compare properties of the whole terms but also of their sub-terms.Furthermore, when comparing two terms t1 and t2 we partially abstract fromthe given tree structure. We try to estimate whether or not for a given subtermof a term t1 there may be a corresponding subterm in t2 (a subterm that sharesmany properties) that need not necessarily be at the same position. We want toallow for small di�erences in the term structures of f and l in order to provide thecase that certain (needed) transformations have not been applied to f . Thus, wecan combine the abstraction provided by the feature values with a exible con-sideration of the concrete term structures. Now we want to present our technicalrealization:Let depth be a natural number. Let ' be a feature. A structured feature '�depthw.r.t. depth and ' is a function mapping literals (terms) to trees that are labeledwith natural numbers. The structured feature value '�depth(t) is a tree that isisomorphic to the (term) tree de�ned by t where all nodes with a depth greaterthan depth are deleted. Each node of '�depth(t) at position p is labeled with thefeature value '(tjp). Structured feature value vectors w.r.t. features '1; : : : ; 'nare vectors of labeled trees. The structured feature value vector of t is denotedby ~'�depth(t). For simplicity reasons we consider ~'�depth(t) in the following as onelabeled tree whose nodes are labeled with feature value vectors of the respectivesubterms of t. Furthermore, we sometimes identify a subtree at a certain position19



with the label at this position. The following example illustrates the notion of astructured feature:Example 7.1 Let sig = (P = feqg;F = fmult; inv; id; glb; lubg; �) be a signa-ture and let �(eq) = �(mult) = �(glb) = �(lub) = 2, �(inv) = 1, and �(id) = 0.Let '1; : : : ; '4 be features. '1 computes a weighted length of a literal (term)where variables are counted with 1 and other symbols with 2. '2 counts thenumber of variable occurrences in a term, and '3 the number of leaf nodes ofa term. '4 computes the depth of a term. Let t1 and t2 be terms in sig givenby t1 � eq(mult(id; x); x) and t2 � eq(glb(x; lub(x; y)); x). Let depth = 2 be aconstant. Then the structured feature value vectors ~'�depth(t1) and ~'�depth(t2) aregiven by (using the conventional list notation of a tree where the label of a nodeis denoted by [�]):~'�depth(t1) = ([8; 2; 3; 2]([5; 1; 2; 1]([2; 0; 1; 0][1; 1; 1; 0])[1; 1; 1; 0]))~'�depth(t2) = ([10; 4; 4; 3]([7; 3; 3; 2]([1; 1; 1; 0][4; 2; 2; 1])[1; 1; 1; 0]))In the following we shall clarify how a distance measure based on structuredfeatures can be de�ned. Essentially, we have to deal with two main tasks whenconstruing a distance measure. On the one hand the notion of distance betweensubtrees of structured features has to be clari�ed. On the other hand we haveto de�ne a distance measure on positions. It is clear that distances betweensubtrees of structured features are measured according to the principles previouslyintroduced. The Euclidean distance deucl of the associated labels can be usedfor this purpose. In order to measure distances between positions we employ astandard distance measure for positions of trees (cp. [Ric89]): Let p1, p2 2 IN�be two positions. Let p be a position of maximal length such that p1 = pq1 andp2 = pq2 for q1, q2 2 IN�. We de�ne dpos : IN� ! IN by dpos(p1; p2) = jq1j+ jq2j(j � j denotes the length of a sequence in IN�).With the help of deucl and dpos we are able to construct our �nal distancemeasure dTF . dTF (l1; l2) tries to �nd for each position p1 of ~'�depth(l1) a similarsubtree of ~'�depth(l2) at position p2 such that the di�erences between the featurevalue vectors at positions p1 and p2 as well as the distance between the positionsare as small as possible. Furthermore, we use a weighted sum that gives higherweights to lower positions because similarity of the whole term is considered tobe more important than similarities between deep subterms.De�nition 7.1 (dTF) Let C be a set of clauses given in signature sig. Let V bea set of variables. Let dpos be as introduced before. Let deucl be the Euclideandistance. Let dp be a natural number and let '1; : : : ; 'n be features. R is theset of rewrite rules for C as introduced before. Let k be a natural number. Wede�ne dTF : Lit(sig;V)2 ! IR bydTF (u; v) = mins2Rk(u)fd�TF (s; v)g20



d�TF is de�ned by
d�TF (u; v) = 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

1 ; (u � P (t1; : : : ; tn);v 6� :P (s1; : : : ; sn)) or(u � :P (t1; : : : ; tn);v 6� P (s1; : : : ; sn))0 ;� u and v are uni�abled��TF (~'�dp(� u); ~'�dp(v)) ; otherwised��TF (~'�1 ; ~'�2 ) = Pp2O(~'�1 )(pmax � jpj) � minp02O(~'�2 )fdeucl(~'�1 jp; ~'�2 jp0) � dpos(p; p0)gPp2O(~'�1 )(pmax � jpj)pmax denotes the maximal tree depth of ~'�1 .7.2 Instantiating MethodsIn order to improve our �rst instantiating method we want to allow for a moreexible instantiation scheme. We want to improve our estimation of similarityin situations where, because of the fact that some transformations have not beenapplied to certain subgoals when producing a front literal f , a simple pseudo-uni�cation does not allow for appropriate instantiations of f and a lemma l.Consider the example 5.2. Because of \mismatches" in the term skeleton of fand l no appropriate instantiation may be found which allows for the correctestimation that l is actually needed for a proof.We want to develop a method which allows for more exible instantiationsand partially abstracts from the given term structure. The basic idea is, beforetrying to solve a uni�cation problem, at �rst to �nd a correlation 'f;l betweenpositions of f and l and after that solving the termpairs (equations) provided byf , l, and 'f;l.Our method for �nding a function 'f;l is based on principles previously intro-duced in order to allow for a non-instantiating method which considers the con-crete term structures of f and l. We choose the similarity of subterms at the fea-ture level in order to construct 'f;l. We de�ne 'f;l(p) for p 2 O(f) and jpj � max,max 2 IN , by 'f;l(p) = p0 2 O(l) where deucl(~'�depth(� f)jp; ~'�depth(l)jp0)�dpos(p; p0)= minq fdeucl(~'�depth(� f)jp; ~'�depth(l)jq) � dpos(p; q)g.Conicts are solved by choosing the position p0 with the smallest distance dposto p. Thus, we allow for (small) di�erences between the term structures of f andl in order to obtain more exible instantiations. Based on 'f;l a substitution canbe obtained by solving the equations E = f(� f)jp = lj'f;l(p) : jpj � max; p 2O(f)g. We control the solution of the equations from E in such a manner thatthe equations (� f)jp = ljq are selected �rst where no (� f)jp0 = ljq0 exists21



in E such that p0 < p. The ordering < given on positions denotes being at a\deeper" term position (cp. [Ave95]). We allow when solving the equations in Efor uni�cation failures and use UD. Let �f;lE be the substitution obtained in sucha way.After computing the substitution we have to deal with the question how tomeasure the distance between the instantiated literals. It is possible to use thefeature distance of the literals or to employ the distance measure dTF previouslyintroduced. In view of the promising experimental results of dTF we have chosenthis measure and �nally we get the distance measure dV S.De�nition 7.2 Let C be a set of clauses given in signature sig. Let V be aset of variables. Let dpos be as introduced before. Let deucl be the Euclideandistance. Let depth be a natural number and let '1; : : : ; 'n be features. Let �l1;l2Ebe the substitution obtainable for two literals l1 and l2 according to the principlesintroduced before. Let R be a set of rewrite rule for C as introduced before andlet k be a given natural number. We de�ne dV S : Lit(sig;V)2 ! IR bydV S(u; v) = mins2Rk(u)fd�V S(s; v)gd�V S is de�ned by
d�V S(u; v) = 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

1 ; (u � P (t1; : : : ; tn);v 6� :P (s1; : : : ; sn)) or(u � :P (t1; : : : ; tn);v 6� P (s1; : : : ; sn))0 ;� u and v are uni�abledTF (�u;vE (� u); �u;vE (v))g ; otherwiseObviously, this method can improve on the estimations provided by dS iftransformations, e.g. of the AC-type, require more exible instantiations. Inspite of the pure heuristical character this method indeed proved to be superiorin a domain (COL) where sometimes such transformations occur. Naturally, ingeneral, this method is no improvement on dS but merely a further contributionto a pool of possible similarity measures which improves the chances to �nd anappropriate similarity-based lemma method.8 ExperimentsWe want to evaluate our method in the light of experiments with the modelelimination prover Setheo and the lemma generator Delta. We conductedexperiments in the area of PL1 (with equality). In detail we have performedexperiments in the BOO, CAT, COL, and GRP domain of the public problemlibrary TPTP [SSY94]. 22



There have been two main aims by performing these experiments. On theone hand we want to demonstrate that similarity-based lemma generation indeedimproves on an un�ltered use of lemmas, a �ltering which neglects the proof taskat hand, and a version of Setheo which does not employ lemmas. On the otherhand we want to perform an empirical comparison of the similarity measuresintroduced before. Particularly, we want to evaluate which method should beused when confronted with a given proof task. Note that in this study we donot want to consider the correlation between top-down proof bounds and the useof lemmas for a given problem (as sketched in [Fuc97a]). We always used thesearch bound which performs best for the conventional version of Setheo in theconsidered domain. Naturally, improvements of our methods may be possible byconstructing bounds especially well suited for the use of lemmas (cp. section 9).In order to employ lemmas we have chosen the following strategy: At �rstthe Delta lemma generator generates lemma candidates L0 in the same way asdescribed in section 3. Bottom-up lemmas are generated with the depth boundand a resource of 3. In our experiments, we have restricted the size of L0 to anupper bound of 1000. In most cases, the number of generated lemma candidateshas not reached this upper bound such that the complete \bottom part" of thesearch space has been generated. In the second step, a subset L � L0 from theset of lemma candidates is �ltered and added to the input clauses. As mentionedbefore we have used �lter criteria which ignore the proof goal (cp. [AS92, Sch94])as well as �lter criteria which are based on similarity criteria. When using syn-tactic criteria a �xed percentage of 25% of the lemmas in L0 is chosen. Whenemploying similarity criteria a selection of lemmas is done as described in section4. In the last step a top-down proof run of Setheo takes place. The searchbound used is the bound best suited for the conventional version of Setheo.8.1 Comparison with Conventional ApproachesIn order to demonstrate that our approach improves on the conventional ap-proaches we depict in table 1 the results obtained by a conventional version ofSetheo, a version of Setheo which uses all lemmas from L0 (Setheo/Delta),a version which �lters lemmas according to the number of symbols of a literal(Setheo/Symb), and a �xed similarity-based strategy which performs best inthe respective domain. We tackled all problems that cannot be solved with theconventional version of Setheo with a run time that is smaller than 10 seconds(\hard problems") on a Sun Ultra II. We depict the number of problems thatcould be solved within 15 minutes, as well as the numbers when using a timelimit of 1 minute, 5 minutes, and 10 minutes.In the BOO, CAT and GRP domain we have chosen non-instantiating meth-ods. In both cases the distance measure dTF was chosen in connection witha conventional generation method for front literals. A more exible front lit-eral generation as described in section 6 cannot improve on these results and23



Setheo Setheo Setheo Setheo Setheo SetheoBOO Setheo Delta Symb Sim CAT Setheo Delta Symb Sim� 1 5 5 6 11 � 1 3 3 3 3� 5 6 5 7 12 � 5 3 3 3 5� 10 10 6 8 13 � 10 3 3 3 5� 15 11 6 9 13 � 15 3 3 3 5Setheo Setheo Setheo Setheo Setheo SetheoCOL Setheo Delta Symb Sim GRP Setheo Delta Symb Sim� 1 8 6 6 14 � 1 5 5 4 9� 5 10 26 13 29 � 5 9 7 5 11� 10 27 28 20 32 � 10 9 8 6 11� 15 28 31 20 33 � 15 9 8 6 11Table 1: Comparison with Conventional Approachesreaches the same success rate (with sometimes shorter top-down run times). Inthe COL domain instantiating methods are needed. We have depicted the resultsobtained with dV S and a front literal generation based on adaptive re�nements.This method improves in this domain over the conventional (breadth-�rst) frontliteral generation (as described shortly in more detail). The bounds we have em-ployed are the depth bound in the BOO, GRP, and COL domain. Furthermore,we have used the weighted-depth bound in the CAT domain.We can observe a consistent gain of e�ciency compared with the standardversions of Setheo when considering the hard problems. We want to emphasizethat we can solve some new problems as well as signi�cantly decrease the runtimes when employing our lemma techniques. There are a lot of problems whoserun time could be decreased from a region of more than 5 minutes to a valuewhich is less than 1 minute. This is very interesting when using interactive proofsystems like ILF [DGH+94] (which exactly uses the value 1 minute as a timeout).Thus, the practical applicability of Setheo could be obviously improved.8.2 Comparison of the Distance MeasuresNow we want to analyze the behavior of our distance measures in more detail. At�rst we want to consider di�erent methods for measuring a uni�cation distance.Then, we compare our di�erent methods for front literal generation.8.2.1 Uni�cation DistancesWhen comparing our di�erent distance measures we want again distinguish thecases that non-instantiating or instantiating methods are applied. At �rst wewant to consider the question if it is possible to predict whether an instantiating ora non-instantiating method should be used. During our experiments we observedthat when no instantiations or only instantiations by terms of a small size are24



Problem Setheo Setheo/Delta Setheo (dS) Setheo (dV S)COL042-2 | 983s | 58sCOL042-3 | | | 907sCOL042-4 | | | 520sCOL060-2 532s 264s 45s 11sCOL060-3 509s 252s 40s 8sCOL063-5 541s 267s 42s 37sCOL063-6 539s 262s 120s 15sCOL064-2 567s 279s 110s 22sCOL064-3 566s 275s 112s 23sTable 2: Comparison of Distance Measuresneeded really the non-instantiating methods perform better than the instantiatingmethods. In such cases instantiation attempts usually do not improve the qualityof the comparison between front literals and lemmas and can even sometimes leadto wrong estimations.This is an a posteriori observation, however, such that the question comesup how to a priori estimate whether instantiations of terms of larger size areneeded. The following simple heuristic seems to be su�cient. If the averagesize of the front literals and the generated facts signi�cantly di�er, e.g. exceedsa given threshold (a value of 5 was su�cient in our experiments), then it maybe wise to employ instantiating measures. By using this strategy, we can indeedautomate the selection of the distance measure in such a way that always themeasure which performs best in our experiments is chosen.When comparing our di�erent non-instantiating methods the method basedon structured features normally improves on the conventional feature approach.In the domains BOO and GRP, where non-instantiating methods are used, wecan obtain in the BOO domain nearly the same results (although the conven-tional features normally allow for slightly shorter run times) but in the GRPdomain the structured features are clearly superior to the conventional features.Distance measures based on structured features (employing one of the methodsfor front literal generation introduced before) are already after less than 5 min-utes able to solve all of the 11 problems which could be solved within 15 minutes.Furthermore, already after 1 minute 9 problems can be solved (cp. table 1). Theconventional feature approach only reaches 5, 10, 10, and 11 successes when em-ploying a timeout of 1, 5, 10, and 15 minutes, respectively.In the COL domain instantiating methods are needed. In our experimentsthe measure dV S could improve on the (good) results obtained with dS. Table 2gives an excerpt from our experiments performed in the COL domain employingthe conventional method for front literal generation based on breadth-�rst search.We depict the run time in seconds obtained with dS and dV S as well as with thestandard version of Setheo and an un�ltered use of lemmas (Setheo/Delta).We can observe an improvement of the results obtained with dS when using25



dV S. Since in the COL domain (which contains problems of combinatory logic)sometimes combinators like the combinator B de�ned by ((Bx)y)z = x(yz) areused which easily results in (small) di�erences of the term skeleton of a lemmaand a structural similar front literal a more exible instantiation scheme allowedfor improved estimations of similarity. Nevertheless, already the simple methodcould obtain very good results.8.2.2 Front Literal GenerationIn the following we want to compare the method based on a regular coverageof the search space (M1) with the method based on adaptive re�nements andquality function G2 (M2).1 Furthermore, we want to consider the possibilityto employ other schemes for front literal generation based on the use of otherbounds.We want to start with considering the possible bene�ts of the front literalgeneration via M2. Basically, we have detected two bene�ts arising from theuse ofM2 instead ofM1. On the one hand we can observe the expected e�ect,namely that needed lemmas are not selected when using breadth-�rst searchbecause the resources were too small in order to create front literals similar to auseful lemma. But when using M2 a selection of the lemmas takes place. Thise�ect is responsible for the additional solution of the problems COL060-1 andCOL061-1 when using M2 instead of M1 (using the distance dV S). Thus, inthe COL domain our improved front literal generation method improves on the(good) results ofM1 by the solution of two new problems (by not simultaneouslyloosing some problems).On the other hand the e�ect occurred that a smaller number of front literalsseemed to be su�cient in order to choose appropriate lemmas. Since we implicitlyobtain higher inference resources in interesting areas of the search space we wereable to restrict ourselves to a smaller number of front literals without missingthe front literals needed in order to select useful lemmas. This smaller number offront literals normally also reduces the number of chosen lemmas. Thus, in a lotof cases we were able to reach the same proofs as when using breadth-�rst search(for front literal generation) but with a signi�cantly smaller number of chosenlemmas. Consequently, we decided to work in connection with adaptive re�nedfront literal generation with a number of front literals which has been about 20%smaller as when employing breadth-�rst search.Consider e.g. the example BOO006-2 of the BOO domain. MethodM1 solvesthe problem (employing dF ) in 24 seconds. Our adaptive re�ned version onlyneeds 10 seconds. This is due to the fact that, though the same proof is found,considerably less lemmas are chosen (21 instead of 27). EmployingM1 160 frontliterals are chosen (with inference resource 7) where 169 lemmas are generated.1With quality function G1 similar results could be obtained.26



Problem Setheo M1 jF j jLj M2 jF j jLjBOO003-2 344s 2s 104 16 6s 73 14BOO004-2 497s 2s 104 16 6s 73 15BOO005-2 629s 21s 160 25 10s 126 19BOO006-2 387s 24s 160 27 10s 126 21BOO012-2 | 131s 98 23 131s 78 23BOO012-4 | 408s 98 17 390s 90 16Problem Setheo M3 jF j jLj Mwd jF j jLjBOO003-2 344s 6s 87 14 6s 73 14BOO004-2 497s 6s 87 14 6s 73 14BOO005-2 629s 20s 137 23 16s 130 20BOO006-2 387s | 137 24 20s 130 21BOO012-2 | | 82 21 | 80 23BOO012-4 | | 90 16 | 88 17Table 3: Comparison of Di�erent Techniques for Front Literal GenerationWhen usingM2 only 126 front literals are generated by successively performinga re�ned front literal generation at interesting points of the search space startingwith 54 front literals created with inference resource 6. Although less front literalsare generated we are able to identify the useful lemmas since a chosen tableaufor front literal generation is identical to an initial part of the proof. Note thatwith only 54 front literals no appropriate estimations are possible such that themethod M1 cannot be improved by simply reducing the number of generatedfront literals. Similar e�ects occurred all over the BOO domain resulting insmaller run times as mentioned previously.This observations naturally gives raise of the question whether or not it maybe only needed to employ bounds which can regulate the number of front literalsin a more �ne-grain way than the inference bound and use a slightly smallernumber of front literals as chosen by the inference bound in our experiments.Thus, we experimented with the weighted-depth bound which was employed insuch a way that a similar number of front literals is generated as when usingmethodM2 (cp. table 3, methodMwd). But obviously this method is not wellsuited for generating front literals. This appears to be comprehensible since wecannot obtain a representative view of the search space and have some unneededdepth restriction when creating front literals.In addition to these experiments we depict in table 3 results with an adaptivere�ned method which favors tableaux as starting points for front literal generationwhich are predecessor nodes of tableaux where the front literals are dissimilar tolemmas (M3). The results show that indeed an re�nement at interesting pointsof the search space (as de�ned in section 6.2) is needed in order to obtain sensibleestimations. The table shows the run time as well as the number of front literals(jF j) and chosen lemmas (jLj) for some selected examples in the BOO domain.27



9 DiscussionWe have introduced the principles of a similarity-based lemma use in model elim-ination. In order to judge similarity we have developed a general frameworkwhich is based on the (fast) simulation of deduction processes. In this paperwe concentrated on measuring similarity based on the complete lemma delayingtableaux enumeration method. This method consists of the generation of frontliterals as well as of the measurement of uni�cation distances between literals.In order to generate front literals we developed methods for covering a largesearch space. Similar to conventional simulation processes applied for numeri-cal simulation we developed a method based on a regular coverage of the set offront literals (breadth-�rst search until a given maximal depth). Furthermore,methods for an adaptive re�ned generation of front literals at certain interestingpoints of the search space have been applied. The more exible method based onadaptive re�nements indeed proved to be superior to the conventional method inour experiments. In order to measure uni�cation distances we developed a coupleof possible methods well suited in di�erent (usually a priori identi�able) situa-tions. Experiments with the similarity-based �ltering of lemmas demonstratedthe superiority to conventional �lter methods.In summation our approach can be seen as a similarity-based method forrestructuring the search space (expand the search space at certain interestingpoints). Up to now there have been only few approaches for a similarity-basedrestructuring of the search space.There are approaches for controlling the search via di�erence reduction tech-niques where techniques similar to our pseudo-unifying method have been used.In [BS88, Dig85] or [BW93] techniques for partial or di�erence uni�cation havebeen applied, respectively, with the aim to obtain control knowledge to guide thesearch. In these approaches the detected di�erences have been explicitly exploitedin order to guide the deduction system. Paramodulation steps or rippling wereintended to reduce the di�erences remaining after uni�cation. Thus, the indeter-minism of the applied (partial) uni�cation algorithm causes severe problems. Itremains unclear which substitutions can be gainfully applied. Furthermore, onehas to cope with the question how to reduce the di�erences which remain afterinstantiation. Since we use the di�erence test only to estimate whether a lemmamay be useful in general but not whether it should be used at a certain position,i.e. in order to prove a certain subgoal (note that a lemma may not logically implya front literal which is most similar to it), we do not fall into these drawbacks.Structural di�erence measures which are subsumed by our simple uni�cationdistance measure based on features as introduced in section 5 have been appliedin [DF94]. The structural distances are explored in order to construct a heuris-tic for a saturating theorem prover, i.e. to control the selection of formulae tobe processed. Thus, similar to our approach no explicit use of the di�erenceinformation is made. But a main di�erence is that no explicit consideration of28



possible deductions is made in [DF94]. Only local assessments according to adistance w.r.t. an actual proof goal are done. Thus, this technique works only invery specialized domains where only facts similar to a proof goal in the consideredsense are needed or in combination with general purpose saturating heuristics.Using our technique which tries to simulate the process of deduction and consid-ers whole proof attempts we can obtain much better estimations of the usefulnessof certain facts.Future work will deal with the development of further distance measures.Since our methods may have weaknesses in domains where structural di�erencesmay not be very meaningful (e.g., domains which are closely related to proposi-tional logic) the development of further methods based on the simulation of othertableaux enumeration procedures is sensible. The lemma preferring method asintroduced in [Fuc97a] may allow for better estimations in such cases. Further-more, it seems to be very interesting to support the application of lemmas by theuse of appropriate bounds which favor proofs containing lemmas. Based on theresults of the simulation process it remains to be investigated whether proper-ties of a closed tableau (with lemmas) may be extracted from the similarity test.This may help to restructure the search space in such a manner that proofs withlemmas are favored.
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